Commentary: (1) Spare the valve; (2) sacrifice the valve; or (3) park valve rudiments in situ, as growable inventory, for future re-employment
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Event-free survival and freedom from reoperation are advantages when the pulmonary valve is competent after the repair of tetralogy of Fallot.1,2 Expecting <50% freedom from reintervention 5 years after pulmonary valve replacement, bioprosthetic valve replacement options for infants and young children are famously limited.3 Tissue engineering holds promise as a growing valve, but with human data unavailable, what might be already good news for sheep remains science fiction for mankind.4 Ideas for retooling dysplastic pulmonary valves, coaxing growth and competence from rudimentary leaflets, include splitting then augmenting the diminutive anterior leaflet and annulus,5 leaflet delamination from the arterial wall,6 partial leaflet replacement with a monocusp,7 and intraoperative balloon dilation that aims to potentiate annular growth and valve competence.8 In the pursuit of coaxing utility out of dysplastic valves, the cure can turn worse than the disease if valve competence comes at the cost of early or late stenosis, insufficiency, and reintervention. Late outcomes do not consistently support a complex salvage operations at primary repair.9 Intraoperative balloon annular dilation does not do much to preserve pulmonary valve function, results in ventricular enlargement equivalent to those with transannular patch, and possibly elevates risk for reintervention.8 The alchemy of retooling a dysplastic valve has yielded inconsistent results, few guidelines exist to determine which valves are worth the effort, and little guidance to predict which efforts might turn into detriment in the competition of risk between insufficiency and stenosis. In this issue, Adamson and colleagues show that patients who present late after transannular patch repair with an indexed pulmonary leaflet area >0.7 to 0.9 show promise for a durable secondary valve repair.10 Recognizing the value of living valve tissue and the importance of a full relief of stenosis at primary repair, the authors posit a third concept beyond the binary choice to either rehabilitate or abandon a bad valve at primary repair. A careful, leaflet-sparing transannular patch at primary repair to fully alleviate stenosis, but preserving rudimentary leaflets intact as in situ, growable inventory on the sidelines, can set up a planned future secondary native valve reconstitution.11 If nonfunctional leaflets can be parked on the side and can successfully grow over time, an elimination of the original transannular patch at secondary operation reunites now larger leaflets that are capable of competent function without stenosis. Can the surgeon, as the authors suggest, “set up” at primary repair for a valve that can be reemployed secondarily, or will that option be relegated to a lucky few irrespective of early planning? Important unanswered questions surround the ability at primary repair to encourage meaningful growth of leaflets despite their inaction on the sidelines. Careful patient selection for valve salvage yields best results, but also might restrict the applicability for secondary repair to those with milder dysplasia, rendering success a triumph of low expectations. Cultivating secondary success by choices at the primary repair remains an enticing
challenge, and it is so far unproven whether such approach can increase a likely small pool of secondary successes.
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